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Our End User Compute solution is designed
meet your users needs, we ensure every
device arrives pre-configured and
customised with all the applications they’ll
need. Right out of the box and on demand.

Supporting today’s remote and hybrid workers, our End User Compute solution
streamlines how you procure and deploy devices to your users, wherever they are
located. So you can dispatch devices at speed, the moment they’re needed.
But getting devices into the hands of users is just the start. You also want to ensure that the laptops and
mobile devices you provide instantly empower workers to be productive. That means handling everything
from end-user enrolment to device configuration and shipping in an intelligent and smart way, so users
can get and running with the minimum of hassle from the get-go.

Our service gives you:
• Rapid deployment of end user devices – deploy on demand and at scale, no matter where
users are located

• Open box ready – with configuration, imaging, and provisioning to defined profiles
• Control – utilising asset tagging and centralised device and security management
• Satisfaction – enable an improved modern and supported user experience that ensures IT teams
and users can focus on mission-critical tasks

• A streamlined and centralised IT procurement process – that delivers cost reductions and
quick access to new technologies

New ways of working call for a new device strategy that can accommodate the very individual demands of
today’s end-users. We make it easy to accelerate device deployment and enable a truly optimised digital
workplace.

We’ll handle everything from product and
vendor selection and procurement to build
management and deployment. Crafting
a service designed exactly around the
needs of the business. So you can enable
users to access smarter technology, faster.
Why work with Bell Integration
Flexibility & Efficiency - Initiate a more personalise approach to
workplace IT that empowers users to work more flexibly and efficiently. We
eliminate the operational and logistical challenges that can get in the way of
deploying a diverse range of devices to a distributed workforce.

Satisfy Organisational Needs Fast - Equip your people with the right
technology, based on their individual needs, using a trusted provisioning and
distribution partner who can deliver the support users want and need.

Simplified Billing - Achieve more predictable and transparent costs with
billing that bundles everything – cost of device, provisioning services and
support – into a single per-device cost.

Minimise Disruption - Simplify and accelerate hardware refresh cycles,
support a truly hybrid workforce and tackle digital transformation projects
with confidence.

One Supplier - Reduce the administration burden on your IT teams. We
take care of the procurement, provisioning and deployment of devices and
can reserve/hold inventory at our integration centres to accommodate enduser demands.

Working with Bell means you will be able to take advantage of our
buying power, extensive vendor relationships, and technology expertise.

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Krakow, Hyderabad and Singapore,
we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to streamline
every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies and increase
their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell Integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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